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Abstract

Quantization has emerged as one of the most prevalent

approaches to compress and accelerate neural networks. Re-

cently, data-free quantization has been widely studied as

a practical and promising solution. It synthesizes data for

calibrating the quantized model according to the batch nor-

malization (BN) statistics of FP32 ones and significantly

relieves the heavy dependency on real training data in tra-

ditional quantization methods. Unfortunately, we find that

in practice, the synthetic data identically constrained by BN

statistics suffers serious homogenization at both distribution

level and sample level and further causes a significant per-

formance drop of the quantized model. We propose Diverse

Sample Generation (DSG) scheme to mitigate the adverse

effects caused by homogenization. Specifically, we slack the

alignment of feature statistics in the BN layer to relax the

constraint at the distribution level and design a layerwise

enhancement to reinforce specific layers for different data

samples. Our DSG scheme is versatile and even able to

be applied to the state-of-the-art post-training quantization

method like AdaRound. We evaluate the DSG scheme on

the large-scale image classification task and consistently

obtain significant improvements over various network archi-

tectures and quantization methods, especially when quan-

tized to lower bits (e.g., up to 22% improvement on W4A4).

Moreover, benefiting from the enhanced diversity, models

calibrated with synthetic data perform close to those cali-

brated with real data and even outperform them on W4A4.

1. Introduction

Recently, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), especially Con-

volutional Neural Networks (CNNs) achieve great success

in a variety of domains, such as image classification [16, 29,
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Figure 1: Comparison between real data and synthetic data (gener-

ated by DSG and ZeroQ [2]) with 256 samples of each. (a) shows

the activation distribution of one channel in ResNet-18 [13]. ZeroQ

data mostly fits the normal distribution of BN statistics (the red

line), while real data and DSG data have an offset. (b) is a chart

of the mean and standard deviation of one channel. ZeroQ data

gathers near BN statistics (the red dot) but real data and DSG data

are more scattered.

30, 33, 34, 37, 36, 32], object detection [9, 8, 21, 27, 17, 35],

semantic segmentation [6, 42], etc. Nevertheless, deploying

state-of-the-art models on resource-constrained devices is

still challenging due to massive parameters and high com-

putational complexity. With more and more hardware sup-

port low-precision computations [41, 26, 25], quantization

has emerged as one of the most promising approaches to

obtain efficient neural networks. Since the whole training

stage is required, quantization-aware training methods are

considered to be time-consuming and computationally in-

tensive [10, 14, 24]. Therefore, post-training quantization

methods are proposed, which directly quantize the FP32

models without retraining or fine-tuning [1, 4, 40, 19, 18].

Nevertheless, they still require real training data to calibrate

quantized models that is not often ready-to-use for privacy

or security concerns, such as medical data and user data.

Fortunately, recent work have proposed data-free quan-

tization to quantize models without any access to real data.

Existing data-free quantization methods [20, 2, 11, 3], such

as ZeroQ [2], generate "optimal synthetic data", which learns
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an input data distribution to best match the Batch Normal-

ization statistics of the FP32 model. However, models cal-

ibrated with real data perform better than those calibrated

with synthetic data, though the synthetic data matches BN

statistics better. Our study reveals that the data generation

process in typical data-free quantization methods has signifi-

cant homogenization issues at both distribution and sample

levels, which prevent models from higher accuracy. First,

since the synthetic data is constrained to match the BN statis-

tics, the feature distribution in each layer might overfit the

BN statistics when data is fed forward in neural networks. As

shown in Figure 1(a), the distribution of the synthetic sam-

ples generated by ZeroQ almost fits the normal distribution

obeying the corresponding BN statistics, while those of real

data have an obvious offset leading to more diverse distribu-

tion. We call the phenomenon of the synthetic samples as the

distribution level homogenization. Second, all samples of

synthetic data are optimized by the same objective function

in existing generative data-free quantization methods. For

instance, ZeroQ and GDFQ [28] apply the same constraint

to all data samples, which directly sums the loss objective

(KL loss or statistic loss) of each layer. Therefore, as shown

in Figure 1(b), the feature distribution statistics of these sam-

ples are similar. Specifically, the distribution statistics of

synthetic data generated by existing methods are centralized

while those of real data are dispersed, as so-called sample

level homogenization.

To mitigate the adverse effects caused by these issues, we

propose a novel Diverse Sample Generation (DSG) scheme,

a simple yet effective data generation method for data-free

quantization to enhance the diversity of data. Our DSG

scheme consists of two technical contributions: (1) Slack

Distribution Alignment (SDA): slack the alignment of the

feature statistics in BN layers to relax the constraint of dis-

tribution; (2) Layerwise Sample Enhancement (LSE): apply

the layerwise enhancement to reinforce specific layers for

different data samples.

Our DSG scheme presents a novel perspective of data

diversity for data-free quantization. We evaluate the DSG

scheme on the large-scale image classification task, and the

results show that DSG performs remarkably well across var-

ious network architectures such as ResNet-18 [13], ResNet-

50, SqueezeNext [7], ShuffleNet [39], and InceptionV3 [31],

and surpasses previous methods by a wide margin, even out-

performs models calibrated with real data. Moreover, we

show that the synthetic data generated by DSG scheme can

be applied to the most advanced post-training quantization

methods, such as AdaRound [19].

We summarize our main contributions as:

1. We revisit the data generation process of data-free quanti-

zation methods from the diversity perspective. Our study

reveals the homogenization problems of synthetic data

existing at two levels that harm the performance of the

quantized models.

2. We propose Diverse Sample Generation (DSG) scheme,

a novel sample generation method for accurate data-free

quantization that enhances the diversity of data by com-

bining two practical techniques: Slack Distribution Align-

ment and Layerwise Sample Enhancement to solve the

homogenization at distribution and sample levels.

3. We evaluate the proposed method on the large-scale im-

age classification task and consistently obtain significant

improvements over various base models and state-of-the-

art (SOTA) post-training quantization methods.

2. Related Work

Data-Driven Quantization. Quantization is a potent ap-

proach to accelerate the inference phase due to its low-bit

representations of weights and activations. However, models

often suffer an accuracy degeneration after quantization, es-

pecially when quantized to ultra-low bit-width. Quantization-

aware training is proposed to retrain or fine-tune the quan-

tized model with training/validation data to improve the

accuracy, as described in earlier work such as [10, 14]. They

often give satisfactory results, but the training process is

computationally expensive and time-consuming. More cru-

cially, the original training/validation data are not always

accessible, especially on private and secure occasions.

Post-training quantization focuses on obtaining accurate

quantized models with small computation and time cost,

which has achieved relatively good performance without any

fine-tuning or training process. Particularly, [1] approxi-

mates the optimal clipping value analytically and introduces

a bit allocation policy and bias-correction to quantize both

activations and weights to 4-bit. [4] formalizes the linear

quantization task as a minimum mean squared error problem

for both weights and activations. [40] exploits channel split-

ting to avoid containing outliers. [19] proposes AdaRound,

a better weight-rounding mechanism for post-training quan-

tization that adapts to the data and the task loss. However,

these aforementioned methods also require access to limited

data for recovering the performance.

Data-Free Quantization. Recent work [20, 2, 11, 3, 28]

go further to data-free quantization, which requires nei-

ther training nor validation data for quantization. [20]

uses weight equalization and bias correction to achieve

competitive accuracy on layerwise quantization compared

with channel-wise quantization. However, it suffers a non-

negligible performance drop when quantized to 6 or lower

bit-width. While [2] utilizes mixed-precision quantization

with synthetic data to support ultra-low precision quanti-

zation. [11] proposes inception scheme and BN statistics

scheme to generate data for calibration and time-consuming

knowledge distillation finetuning. Furthermore, [3] proposes

a data-free adversarial knowledge distillation method, which

minimizes the maximum distance between the outputs of the
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Figure 2: The framework of Diverse Sample Generation (DSG) scheme, which consists of Slack Distribution Alignment (SDA) and

Layerwise Sample Enhancement (LSE). SDA relaxes BN statistics constraint in each layer, and LSE provides specific loss term for each

sample. First, we initialize synthetic data from Gaussian. Then we compute the loss using our SDA and LSE and update synthetic data with

this loss. Finally, we calibrate the quantized model with synthetic data.

FP32 teacher model and the quantized student model for any

adversarial samples from a generator. [28] couples the data

generation and model finetuning, and uses time-consuming

distillation to improve the accuracy of quantized models.

However, [11], [28] and [3] have the same limitations as [2]

while generating data that we explain in Section 3.2.

3. Diverse Sample Generation

In this section, we revisit the image generation process in

data-free quantization and point out the homogenization of

the synthetic data in previous work. We present our Diverse

Sample Generation (DSG) scheme to diversify the synthetic

data for obtaining accurate quantized models.

3.1. Preliminaries

Data-free quantization methods are proposed to quantize

the FP32 model, and ZeroQ [2] is a typical representation of

these work, which is proposed to learn an input data distri-

bution that best matches the BN statistics, i.e., the mean and

standard deviation, by solving the following optimization

problem:

min
x
s
LBN =

1

N

N
∑

i=0

(

‖µ̃s

i
− µ

i
‖
2

2
+ ‖σ̃s

i
− σi‖

2

2

)

(1)

where LBN is the BN statistics loss to be minimized, xs is the

synthetic input data. µ̃s

i
/σ̃s

i
are the mean/standard deviation

of the feature distribution of synthetic data at the i-th BN

layer, µ
i
/σi are mean/standard deviation parameters stored

in i-th BN layer of pre-trained FP32 model.

3.2. Homogenization of Synthetic Data

Although many generative data-free quantization meth-

ods have been proposed to resolve the problem of accessing

real data, they are considered to suffer a huge drop in perfor-

mance compared with post-training quantization calibrated

with real data. We explore the commonly practiced data syn-

thesizing processes and find that the homogenization issue

exists at two levels, which degrades the fidelity and quality

of synthesized data and thus behave differently with real

images:

1) Distribution level homogenization: BN statistics loss

in Eq. (1) strictly constrains the feature distribution of the

synthetic data, aiming to generate samples that exhibit simi-

larities to original training data, which is generally regarded

as the upper limit of the performance of synthetic data. How-

ever, fitting BN statistics obtained from training data is not

equivalent to imitating real data. As shown in Figure 1(a), the

distribution of synthetic data generated by ZeroQ is almost

in the immediate vicinity of the BN statistics. In contrast, the

distribution of the real samples deviates from BN statistics.

Therefore, this constraint causes the feature distribution of

synthetic data overfitting to the BN statistics in each layer,

as so-called distribution homogenization.

2) Sample level homogenization: Besides homogenization

at the distribution level, the application of LBN also leads to

the homogenization at the sample level. Existing methods,

such as ZeroQ, generate a batch of synthetic data to cali-

brate or finetune quantized models. However, since all the

samples are initialized and optimized by the same objective

function, the statistics of each sample are quite similar, while

those of real samples are more versatile. As shown in Fig-

ure 1(b), the feature distribution statistics of ZeroQ samples

are almost overlapping, while the real-world images have

larger variance of statistic distribution. That is to say, ZeroQ

data suffers the homogenization at the sample level. Thus, it

cannot be applied to determine the clip values of activations

for quantized models in place of the real data. Otherwise, it

might cause a significant performance drop.
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As described above, homogenization exists in the data

generation process in previous work of synthetic data-free

quantization, including distribution level and sample level,

which results in the synthetic data lacking diversity, conse-

quently preventing the quantized models from good perfor-

mance. In this paper, we propose a novel synthetic data-free

quantization method, namely Diverse Sample Generation

(DSG) scheme, which aims to address this issue by enhanc-

ing the diversity of synthetic data. Calibrating with data

generated by our synthesizing scheme, quantized models

gain non-negligible improvements in accuracy.

3.3. Slack Distribution Alignment

We propose the Slack Distribution Alignment (SDA) to

eliminate the distribution homogenization, which relaxes BN

statistics constraint. Intuitively, we introduce margins for

mean and standard deviation statistics of activations, respec-

tively, which allow sufficient distribution variation. In more

detail, we add the relaxation constants to the original BN

statistics loss function to tackle the distribution homogeniza-

tion issue. The loss term of SDA of i-th BN layer lSDAi
is

defined as follow:

lSDAi
= ‖max (|µ̃s

i
− µ

i
| − δi, 0)‖

2

2

+ ‖max (|σ̃s

i
− σi| − γi, 0)‖

2

2

(2)

where δi and γi denote the relaxation constants for the mean

and standard deviation statistics of features at the i-th BN

layers, we admit a gap between the statistics of synthetic

data and the statistic parameters of BN layers. Within a spe-

cific range, the statistics of synthetic data can fluctuate with

relaxed constraints. Thus the feature distribution of synthetic

data becomes more diverse, as shown in Figure 1(a).

A significant challenge is determining the values of δi
and γi without any real data access. Since real data performs

well in calibrating the quantized model, the gap between

the feature statistics of real data and BN statistics is consid-

ered as a reasonable reference, even an optimal degree of

relaxation. Since the neural input is a sum of many inputs,

the Gaussian assumption can be seen as a common approxi-

mation. From the central limit theorem, we expect it to be

approximately Gaussian distribution [23]. Therefore, we pro-

pose to use synthetic data randomly sampled from Gaussian

distribution to determine δi and γi. First, we initialize 1024
synthetic samples by the Gaussian distribution with µ = 0
and σ = 1. We input the synthetic samples into models

and save the feature statistics at all BN layers, specifically

the mean and standard deviation of the feature distribution.

Second, we calculate the gap between the saved statistics

and the corresponding BN statistics. We take the percentile

of the absolute values of the gaps as δi and γi. Formally, δi
and γi are defined as follows:

δi =
∣

∣µ̃
0

i
− µ

i

∣

∣

ǫ
γi =

∣

∣σ̃
0

i
− σi

∣

∣

ǫ
(3)

where µ̃
0

i
/σ̃0

i
are mean/standard deviation of the feature of

Gaussian initialized data x0 at the i-th BN layer.
∣

∣µ̃
0

i
− µ

i

∣

∣

ǫ

and
∣

∣σ̃
0

i
− σi

∣

∣

ǫ
denote the ǫ percentile of

∣

∣µ̃
0

i
− µ

i

∣

∣ and
∣

∣σ̃
0

i
− σi

∣

∣, respectively. The value of ǫ in range (0, 1] de-

termines the values of δi and γi, further settling the degree

of relaxation. When the value of ǫ becomes larger, the con-

straints in Eq. (2) are more relaxing. The default value of ǫ
is set as 0.9 to prevent the influence of outliers.

3.4. Layerwise Sample Enhancement

Existing generative data-free quantization methods al-

ways use the same objective function to optimize all samples

of data. Specifically, as shown in Eq. (1), the loss terms of all

layers are equivalently summed. Meanwhile, the optimizing

strategy is invariant among samples. In other words, all the

samples have the same attention to each layer, which leads

to homogeneity at the sample level.

In order to enhance the diversity at the sample level, we

propose Layerwise Sample Enhancement (LSE), which re-

inforces the loss of a specific layer for each sample. Specifi-

cally, the loss function of every synthetic image in a batch

may be different. In fact, for a network with N BN layers,

LSE can provide N loss terms and apply each of them to the

specific data sample. Here, we suppose to generate a batch

of images, and the batch size is set as N , equaling to the

number of BN layers of the model. Therefore, the loss term

L of LSE for this batch is defined as:

L =
1

N
· 1T

((

I+ 11
T
)

L
)

(4)

where I is an N -dimensional identity matrix, 1 is an N
dimension column vector of all ones, L = {l0, l1, ..., lN}T

represents the vector containing loss terms of all BN layers.

We define XLSE = I+ 11
T as the enhancement matrix, and

the Eq. (4) can be simplified as:

L =
1

N
· 1T (XLSEL) (5)

where XLSEL can be seen as a N -dimensional column vector,

the i-th element of which represents the loss function of the

i-th image in this batch. Thus, we impose a unique constraint

on each sample of this batch and jointly optimize the whole

batch.

For a network with N BN layers, LSE can simultane-

ously generate various samples in a batch, and each kind

of sample has a enhancement on a particular layer. Specif-

ically, the SDA is applied to obtain the loss term of lay-

ers LSDA = {lSDA0
, lSDA1

, . . . , lSDAN
}T , and our DSG loss

LDSG is defined as:

LDSG =
1

N
· 1T (XLSELSDA) (6)

Compared with the synthetic data generated with BN statis-

tics loss, images generated by the DSG scheme may have
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Algorithm 1: The generation process of our DSG

scheme.
Input: pretrained model M with N BN layers, training

iterations T .

Output: synthetic data: xs

Initialize x
s from Gaussian distribution N (0, 1);

Initialize x
0 from Gaussian distribution N (0, 1);

Get µ
i

and σi from BN layers of M, i = 1, 2, . . . , N ;

Forward propagate M(x0) and gather activations;

Compute δi and γi based on Eq. (3);

for all t = 1, 2, . . . , T do

Forward propagate M(xs) and gather activations;

Get µ̃s

i
and σ̃

s

i from activations;

Compute all lSDAi based on Eq. (2);

Compute LDSG based on Eq. (5);

Descend LDSG and update x
s;

Get synthesized data x
s;

various distributions in one layer. This significantly im-

proves the diversity of synthetic data, which is important

to calibrate the quantized models. As shown in Figure 3,

significant fluctuation exists in the distribution statistics of

synthetic samples generated by the DSG scheme, which is

closer to the behavior of real data and does not strictly fit the

BN statistics.

Our DSG scheme applies both SDA and LSE to tackle

the homogenization issues at both distribution and sample

levels and generate diverse samples for accurate data-free

quantization. Figure 2 shows the whole process of the DSG

scheme, and it is summarized in Algorithm 1. Instead of

imposing a strict constraint on all samples, we relax this con-

straint using SDA and introduce LSE to reinforce the loss of

a specific layer for one sample to mitigate the homogeniza-

tion at two levels. Therefore, synthetic data generated by the

DSG scheme performs better in quantization than those gen-

erated by existing generative data-free quantization methods,

even can take the place of real data in SOTA post-training

quantization methods when real data is not available.

3.5. Analysis and Discussion

We further present discussion with visualization results

for our DSG scheme. The distribution of statistics is shown

in Figure 3, including that of the real data, ZeroQ data, and

DSG data. The figure illustrates the homogenization at the

aforementioned two levels.

As shown in Figure 3, there is a significant offset be-

tween feature statistics of DSG samples and the BN statis-

tics, which is similar to the behavior of real data samples.

While the feature statistics of ZeroQ synthetic samples al-

most obeys the BN statistics. This phenomenon proves that

our DSG scheme diversifies the synthetic data at the distri-

bution level. Specifically, the SDA slacks the constraint of

statistics during the generation process to make the distribu-

Figure 3: Mean and standard deviation of the activations in one

channel of ResNet-18 when feeding different types of data (with

256 samples), including real data and synthetic data (generated

by ZeroQ and DSG). Each sample generated by ZeroQ behaves

similarly overfitting BN statistics compared with real data, which

shows the homogenization at both distribution and sample levels.

Our DSG data shows the diversity close to real data, which is the

key to obtaining the accurate quantized model.

tion diverse.

Moreover, with a larger variance of the statistic distribu-

tion on both mean and standard deviation, the statistics of

DSG synthetic data are more disperse, which behave almost

in the same as real data. On the contrary, statistics of ZeroQ

data seem to be centralized. This phenomenon results from

both SDA and LSE, which jointly enhance the data diversity

at the sample level. The results imply that since the statis-

tics are widely dispersed, the synthetic data might be more

plentiful in feature and have more comprehensive content.

4. Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments on the benchmark

ImageNet dataset (ILSVRC12) [5] large-scale image classifi-

cation tasks to verify the effectiveness of the proposed DSG

scheme and compare it with other state-of-the-art (SOTA)

data-free quantization methods.

DSG scheme: Our DSG scheme is implemented by Py-

Torch for its high flexibility and powerful automatic differ-

entiation mechanism. The proposed DSG scheme is used

for generating synthetic data for calibration, and the effec-

tiveness is evaluated by measuring the accuracy of quan-

tized models with various quantization methods, such as Per-

centile, EMA, and MSE. Also, we further apply the synthetic

data generated by the DSG scheme to the state-of-the-art

post-training quantization method: AdaRound [19].

Network Architectures: To prove the versatility of our

DSG scheme, we employ various widely-used network ar-

chitectures, including ResNet-18, ResNet-50, SqueezeNext,

InceptionV3, and ShuffleNet. We also evaluate our DSG

scheme with various bit-widths, including W4A4 (means

4-bit Weight and 4-bit Activation), W6A6, W8A8, etc.

Initialization: For fair comparison, when evaluating our
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DSG scheme on various network architectures, we mostly

follow the hyper-parameter settings (e.g., the number of it-

erations to generate synthetic data) of their original papers

or released official implementations. The data generated by

our DSG scheme is initialized by Gaussian random initial-

ization. We adopt Adam [15] as optimization algorithm in

our experiments.

Method W-bit A-bit Top-1

Baseline 32 32 71.47

Vanilla (ZeroQ) 4 4 26.04

Layerwise Sample Enhancement 4 4 27.12

Slack Distribution Alignment 4 4 33.39

DSG (Ours) 4 4 34.53

Table 1: Ablation study for DSG scheme on ResNet-18. We abbre-

viate quantization bits used for weights as “W-bit” (for activations

as “A-bit”), top-1 test accuracy as “Top-1.”

4.1. Ablation Study

We perform ablation studies to investigate the effect of

components of the proposed DSG scheme, with the ResNet-

18 model on the ImageNet dataset. We evaluate our method

on W4A4 bit-width, which can reveal the effect of each part

most obviously.

4.1.1 Effect of SDA

We first evaluate the effectiveness of SDA. As described in

Section 3.3, the degree of the slack is adaptively determined

by the value of ǫ in SDA. Thus, in Figure 4, we explore the

impact of different values of ǫ in Eq. (3). Since ǫ is in the

range of (0, 1], we adopt a moderate interval, which is 0.1.

Furthermore, we add ǫ = 0 to complement the vanilla case

that the constraints are not slacked.

Table 1 shows that if SDA is absent, the performance of

the quantized network drops significantly by 7.41% com-

pared with that using two methods as a whole, which shows

that SDA is essential and even provides the major contribu-

tion to the final performance. In more detail, as shown in

Figure 4, when ǫ increases from 0 to 0.9, the final perfor-

mance of the quantized model increase steadily. However,

when ǫ is set to 1, the accuracy suffers a huge drop. The

phenomenon forcefully confirms that the distribution slack

introduced by our SDA relaxes the constraints and allows the

statistics of synthetic data to have a certain degree of offset,

which enhances the diversity of features and consequently

boosts the performance of the quantized model. Neverthe-

less, suppose ǫ is set to 1, which means that all the outliers

in µ̃
0

i
and σ̃

0

i
are taken into consideration, the degree of

slack becomes out of bounds and the feature distribution of

synthetic data might be far away from the reasonable range.

Figure 4: The accuracy comparison of different ǫ values in Eq. (3)

on ResNet-18. As ǫ varies from 0 to 0.9, the final accuracy is

mainly on the rise. But it suffers a significant drop caused by the

outliers when ǫ = 1.

Therefore, the default value of ǫ is set to 0.9 empirically to

mitigate the impact of outliers.

4.1.2 Effect of LSE

Table 1 also shows that LSE contributes to the final per-

formance. From the results, LSE achieves up to 1.08%

improvement compared with ZeroQ, which is slight but non-

negligible.

Experiment results demonstrate that these two methods

are compatible and jointly boost the performance of the quan-

tized model. From the results, the improvements brought

by these two parts are superimposed because they focus on

different root causes, and the processes do not interfere with

each other. Consequently, quantized models calibrated with

samples generated by our methods surpass vanilla competi-

tors by 8.49%. In short, SDA prevents the synthetic samples

from overfitting to BN statistics, and LSE makes the samples

have different focuses on the statistics of specific layers.

4.2. Comparison with SOTA methods

We evaluate our DSG scheme on ImageNet dataset for

large-scale image classification task, and analysis the perfor-

mance over various network architectures, including ResNet-

18 (Table 2(a)), ResNet-50 (Table 2(b)), SqueezeNext (Ta-

ble 3(a)), InceptionV3 (Table 3(b)), and ShuffleNet (Ta-

ble 3(c)). As mentioned above, we adopt SDA for all samples

and apply LSE to part of them while generating synthetic

data. The bit-width of the quantized model is marked as

WwAa standing for w-bit weight and a-bit activation, which

is set to W8A8, W6A6, W4A4, etc.

Our method outperforms previous state-of-the-art meth-

ods in various bit-width settings and is even better than those

requiring real data to calibrate quantized models directly. In

W8A8 cases, our method surpasses previous post-training

quantization and quantization-aware training methods, such

as DFC [11], DFQ [20], and RVQuant [22], as shown in the
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(a) ResNet-18

Method No D No FT W-bit A-bit Top-1

Baseline – – 32 32 71.47

Real Data % ! 4 4 31.86

ZeroQ ! ! 4 4 26.04

DSG (Ours) ! ! 4 4 34.53

Real Data % ! 6 6 70.62

Integer-Only % % 6 6 67.30

DFQ ! ! 6 6 66.30

ZeroQ ! ! 6 6 69.74

DSG (Ours) ! ! 6 6 70.46

Real Data % ! 8 8 71.44

RVQuant % % 8 8 70.01

DFQ ! ! 8 8 69.70

DFC ! % 8 8 69.57

ZeroQ ! % 8 8 71.43

DSG (Ours) ! ! 8 8 71.49

(b) ResNet-50

Method No D No FT W-bit A-bit Top-1

Baseline – – 32 32 77.72

Real Data % ! 6 6 75.52

OCS % ! 6 6 74.80

ZeroQ ! ! 6 6 75.56

DSG (Ours) ! ! 6 6 76.07

Real Data % ! 8 8 77.70

ZeroQ ! ! 8 8 77.67

DSG (Ours) ! ! 8 8 77.68

Table 2: Quantization results of ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 on

ImageNet. Here, “No D” means that none of the data is used to

assist quantization, “No FT” stands for no fine-tuning (retraining).

“Real Data” represents using real training data and quantization

methods in ZeroQ (without any fine-tuning). Our DSG outperforms

the SOTA data-free quantization methods and quantization methods

requiring real data, such as ZeroQ, DFQ, DFC, Integer-Only [14],

and OCS [40].

bottom part in Table 2(a). And meanwhile, we consistently

observe significant improvement over various network archi-

tectures, as shown in Table 2(b), Table 3(a), Table 3(b), and

Table 3(c). For instance, our method outperforms ZeroQ on

SqueezeNext by 1.26% on W8A8. However, advancement

gets more apparent when it goes further to lower bit-width

cases. On W6A6, our method significantly surpasses ZeroQ

by more than 20% on SqueezeNext, and even outperforms

real data on ShuffleNet by a slight 0.13%.

Moreover, we highlight that our DSG achieves significant

improvement with even lower bit-width, i.e. W4A4 cases.

As shown in Table 2(a), the performance of DSG on ResNet-

(a) SqueezeNext

Method No D No FT W-bit A-bit Top-1

Baseline – – 32 32 69.38

Real Data % ! 6 6 62.88

ZeroQ ! ! 6 6 39.83

DSG (Ours) ! ! 6 6 60.50

Real Data % ! 8 8 69.23

ZeroQ ! ! 8 8 68.01

DSG (Ours) ! ! 8 8 69.27

(b) InceptionV3

Method No D No FT W-bit A-bit Top-1

Baseline – – 32 32 78.80

Real Data % ! 4 4 23.23

ZeroQ ! ! 4 4 12.00

DSG (Ours) ! ! 4 4 34.89

Real Data % ! 6 6 77.96

ZeroQ ! ! 6 6 75.14

DSG (Ours) ! ! 6 6 76.52

Real Data % ! 8 8 78.78

ZeroQ ! ! 8 8 78.70

DSG (Ours) ! ! 8 8 78.81

(c) ShuffleNet

Method No D No FT W-bit A-bit Top-1

Baseline – – 32 32 65.07

Real Data % ! 6 6 44.75

ZeroQ ! ! 6 6 39.92

DSG (Ours) ! ! 6 6 44.88

Real Data % ! 8 8 64.52

ZeroQ ! ! 8 8 64.46

DSG (Ours) ! ! 8 8 64.77

Table 3: Quantization results of SqueezeNext, InceptionV3 and

ShuffleNet on ImageNet.

18 is up to 34.53%, which is 8.49% higher than that of

ZeroQ, 2.67% higher than that directly using real data for

calibration. As well as on InceptionV3, our method achieves

34.89% accuracy surpassing ZeroQ and real data by 22.89%

and 11.66%, respectively, which is quite a wide margin.

In short, sufficient experiments over various network ar-

chitectures and different bit-widths demonstrate that the syn-

thetic data generated by the proposed DSG scheme can sig-

nificantly improve the performance of the quantized model.

The results also suggest that the diversity of synthetic data

is important for improving the quantized model. Especially
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Method No D W-bit A-bit Quant Top-1

Baseline – – 32 32 71.47

Real Data % 4 4 Vanilla 31.86

ZeroQ ! 4 4 Vanilla 26.04

DSG (Ours) ! 4 4 Vanilla 34.53

Real Data % 4 4 Percentile 42.83

ZeroQ ! 4 4 Percentile 32.24

DSG (Ours) ! 4 4 Percentile 38.76

Real Data % 4 4 EMA 42.67

ZeroQ ! 4 4 EMA 32.31

DSG (Ours) ! 4 4 EMA 35.18

Real Data % 4 4 MSE 41.45

ZeroQ ! 4 4 MSE 39.39

DSG (Ours) ! 4 4 MSE 40.00

Table 4: Uniform post-quantization on ImageNet with ResNet-18.

We evaluation our DSG scheme on various post-training quanti-

zation methods (Percentile, EMA, MSE), and Vanilla means the

quantization method adopted by ZeroQ, which simply obtains the

quantizer by the maximum and minimum of the weight and activa-

tion.

when the model is quantized to lower bit-width, the advan-

tages of diversity becomes even more obvious on the final

performance.

We further evaluate the DSG scheme over various quanti-

zation methods on W4A4 to verify its versatility. Specifically,

we implement Percentile, EMA, and MSE in conjunction

with different data generation method. Table 4 shows that

the synthetic data generated by the DSG scheme achieves

leading accuracy regardless of specific quantization meth-

ods and surpasses ZeroQ while using Percentile, EMA, and

MSE by 6.52%, 2.87%, and 0.61% respectively. The results

also demonstrate that DSG scheme is robust and versatile to

various conditions.

4.3. Evaluation with AdaRound

Besides the above-mentioned post-training quantiza-

tion methods aiming to obtain optimal clipping values

for activations, we further evaluate our DSG scheme with

AdaRound [19], the novel post-training quantization method

which proposes a rounding procedure for quantizing weights.

We also conduct experiments in conjunction with other data

generation methods. Generating data with labels [12] can ex-

tract the class information from the parameters of networks.

And image prior [38] helps to steer synthetic data away from

unrealistic images with no discernible visual information.

More specifically, since AdaRound only aims to quantize

weights, we preserve full precision for activations in the ex-

periments. And we generate 1024 samples for AdaRound to

learn the rounding scheme. The results are shown in Table 5,

and our DSG scheme surpasses ZeroQ under all settings, es-

Method No D Label Image Prior W-bit A-bit Top-1

Real Data % % % 3 32 64.16

ZeroQ ! % % 3 32 49.86

DSG (Ours) ! % % 3 32 56.09

DSG (Ours) ! ! % 3 32 58.27

DSG (Ours) ! ! ! 3 32 61.32

Real Data % % % 4 32 68.42

ZeroQ ! % % 4 32 63.86

DSG (Ours) ! % % 4 32 66.87

DSG (Ours) ! ! % 4 32 67.09

DSG (Ours) ! ! ! 4 32 67.78

Real Data % % % 5 32 69.21

ZeroQ ! % % 5 32 68.39

DSG (Ours) ! % % 5 32 68.97

DSG (Ours) ! ! % 5 32 69.02

DSG (Ours) ! ! ! 5 32 69.16

Table 5: AdaRound on ImageNet with ResNet-18. We evaluate

the DSG scheme on AdaRound, one of the SOTA methods of post-

training quantization, which learns how to quantize weights using

several batches of unlabeled samples. We adopt "Label" [12] and

"Image Prior" [38] to evaluating our DSG scheme further.

pecially when we quantize the weights to ultra-low bit-width

(i.e. 3-bit). Combined with labels and image prior approach,

our DSG scheme still maintains high accuracy.

5. Conclusion

We first revisit the data generation process in data-free

quantization and demonstrate that homogenization exists at

both distribution and sample level in the data generated by

the previous data-free quantization method, which harms

the accuracy of quantized models. Toward this end, we

have represented a novel sample generation method for ac-

curate data-free quantization, dubbed as Diverse Sample

Generation (DSG) scheme, to mitigate the homogenization

issue. The proposed DSG scheme consists of Slack Distribu-

tion Alignment (SDA) and Layerwise Sample Enhancement

(LSE), which are tailored to the aforementioned two levels

of homogenization respectively and jointly enhance the di-

versity of generated data. Extensive experiments on multiple

network architectures and post-training quantization meth-

ods demonstrate the leading accuracy and versatility of the

DSG scheme. Especially on ultra-low bit-width, such as

W4A4, our method achieves even up to 22% improvement.
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